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ElectroenceƉhalograƉhic ;EE'Ϳ Ěata offer eǆtraorĚinary challenges to Ěata analysis. 
EE' signals are non-stationary͕  characteriǌeĚ ďy trial-to-trial anĚ suďũect-to-suďũect 
variaďility͕  low signal-to-noise ratio͕ anĚ high-Ěimensionality. Classical EE' analysis 
uses averaging methoĚs ;tyƉically the granĚ average over trials͕ suďũects anĚ sessionsͿ 
to eliminate variaďility. But this aƉƉroach͕ although valuaďle͕ is eǆƉerimentally time-
consuming ;e.g.͕ a minimum numďer of trial reƉetition is necessary to reĚuce noiseͿ͕ 
eǆƉensive͕ anĚ ĚiscarĚs Ɖossiďly relevant Ěynamic information in the analyǌeĚ signals. 
In this conteǆt͕ machine learning methoĚs ƉroviĚe Ɖarticularly useful tools Ěue to their 
high Ɖotential to Ěeal with the challenges of EE' signals. 
In this ƉaƉer͕  we eǆƉlore the use of SuƉƉort sector Dachines ;SsDͿ to the classiĮca-
tion of averageĚ EE' Ěata͗ Event-RelateĚ Wotentials ;ERWsͿ. dhe Ěata set consisteĚ of 
ERWs relateĚ to the Ɖrocessing of 'oal ConĚuciveness͕ Control͕ anĚ Wower AƉƉraisal in 
the conteǆt of a gamďling tasŬ. Kur goal was to classify the ERW of each suďũect for each 
eǆƉerimental conĚition ;͞ϴ-class Ɖroďlem͗͟ winͬhigh controlͬhigh Ɖower͕  winͬhigh 
controlͬlow Ɖower͕  winͬlow controlͬhigh Ɖower͕  winͬlow controlͬlow Ɖower͕  lossͬhigh 
controlͬhigh Ɖower͕  lossͬhigh controlͬlow Ɖower͕  lossͬlow controlͬhigh Ɖower͕  lossͬ
low controlͬlow ƉowerͿ anĚ to investigate the imƉact on classiĮcation Ɖerformance 
when using ERWs from single-trials anĚ the averageĚ ERWs across Ěifferent numďers of 
trials ;Ϯ͕ ϯ͕ ϰ͕ ϱ͕ ϭϬ͕ ϮϬ͕ anĚ all trialsͿ. 
hsing suďũect-inĚeƉenĚent cross-valiĚation we show that all classiĮcation tests are 
signiĮcantly aďove chance level ;ϭϮ.ϱйͿ͕ that the classiĮcation Ɖerformance of single-
trials ;ϭϯ.ϳйͿ is signiĮcantly worse than the classiĮcation of the average of two or more 
trials ;ranging ďetween ϭϳ.ϴй anĚ Ϯϰ.ϴйͿ͕ anĚ that there were no statistically signiĮ-
cant Ěifferences ďetween the classiĮcation Ɖerformances of the ERW signals averageĚ 
across Ěifferent numďers of trials. In relation to the EE' channels useĚ͕ we show that 
using the signals from ϰ channels of interest for the gamďling tasŬ ;&ǌ͕ &Cǌ͕ Wǌ͕ anĚ WKǌͿ 
we achieve a ďeƩer Ɖerformance than using all ϲϰ EE' channels. daŬen together these 
results Ěemonstrate the usefulness of machine learning methoĚs for the classiĮcation 
of ERW signals ďy showing Ɖreliminary eviĚence that with only two trials it is Ɖossiďle 
to classify EE' ƉaƩerns with resƉect to emotion-anteceĚent aƉƉraisal checŬs. &urther-
more͕ we also Ěemonstrate the imƉortance of theoretically-Ěriven channel selection 
for a successful classiĮcation.
